Healing Beyond Borders—One Nurse at a Time

By Nancy Leigh Harless, ARNP, WHCNP

Travel and working abroad have a way of stretching us. As our awareness of a wider world and other traditions expands, so does our capacity for compassion and love. As nurses and nurse practitioners (NPs), when we experience working in a new and different environment—perhaps with fewer resources than what we are accustomed to—we learn “up close and personal” how others live and provide health care, however meager it may be. We adapt our practices to fit within the culture and the resources available to us. Our nursing framework of ideal practices has to be put aside and replaced with the need to do what we can with what we have.

Recently, while serving as editor for Kaplan Publishing’s anthology, Nurses Beyond Borders: True Stories of Heroism and Healing Around the World, I was privileged to read hundreds of stories written by nurses who have served in the arena of international health care. And, while I could only choose 25 of their wonderful stories to be included in the book, I recognized that each of them was undeniably a very special person who reached out eagerly—though not necessarily without fear—for new, rich experiences. One contributor’s commitment to nursing and passion for global health struck a particular chord with me. This “angel of mercy” has not only served numerous times abroad herself, but she also helped found the nonprofit organization One Nurse At A Time (ONAAT), which has a mission to assist other nurses and NPs in enhancing our profession as they, too, look for opportunities to serve locally, nationally, and internationally.

Sue Averill with premature infant in Ethiopia

Please see Healing Beyond Borders—One Nurse at a Time, page 12

Most Payers Now Reimburse NPs

By Carolyn Buppert, JD, NP

Nurse practitioners (NPs) sometimes ask how to get credentialed with commercial health plans and insurers. The answer is a two-part process. First, you should go to www.caqh.org and fill out the provider credentialing application. The Council for Affordable Quality Healthcare, or CAQH, is a centralized “universal” source of data that commercial payers generally use for credentialing. Then, contact the payer you wish to be able to bill, and ask how to set up a contract. The payer will go to CAQH for your credentialing information and make a decision about whether or not it wants to contract with you and, if so, the terms.

Please see Let’s Talk Money, page 4

National NP Symposium to be Held at Copper Mountain in July 2011

Great news! Core groups of organizers for the National Primary Care Nurse Practitioner Symposium from the past decade will continue to carry the banner of excellence in continuing education for nurse practitioners in the Rocky Mountains of Colorado. The National Nurse Practitioner Symposium will be held on July 14-17, 2011, at the Copper Conference Center in Copper Mountain, Colorado. Please join the multitude of loyal NPs from around the country who have grown accustomed to convening in the state that fostered the birth of the NP movement and who will gather for 4 days of a content-rich, independently-organized symposium.

Please see National NP Symposium to be Held at Copper Mountain in July 2011, page 6
Rolling Out Reform Despite Political and Legal Challenges: The Tug of War for Public Opinion

Wildly popular provisions in the Affordable Care Act have rolled out and have already been felt by consumers, including extending coverage for adults to stay on their parents’ insurance until age 26, filling the Medicare part D “donut hole” (millions of seniors received checks for $250, a first phase in closing the donut hole), and making it illegal for insurance companies to impose lifetime limits on anybody or to deny children insurance coverage for pre-existing conditions. Over the next 6 months, we can expect more provisions to be rolled out, including a national, voluntary insurance program for purchasing community living-assistance services and supports (CLASS program); requirements that chain restaurants and food sold from vending machines disclose the nutritional content of each item; a phasing-in of more Medicare Part D subsidies and discounts; increased funding by $11 billion for community health centers and by $1.5 billion for the National Health Service Corps over 5 years; and new programs to support school-based and nurse-managed health clinics. The question for all of us is how will advanced-practice nurses (APNs) fit into this picture?

Partisan opposition began on the reform legislation before the ink on the bill had time to dry. Twenty-two states are challenging the constitutionality of the individual mandate because it requires all Americans to have some form of individual health insurance or pay a tax by 2014. Opponents claim this individual mandate interferes with American liberty in that the federal movement overturns its taxing authority by requiring all citizens to purchase a product (insurance). The opposition is captured by Congressman Steven King (R-IA) who described the healthcare reform as a “cancer” which needs to be “ripped out completely, lock, stock and barrel, root and branch, no vestige left behind, not a DNA particle retained.”

Even as states make their way through the court system with their constitutional challenge, almost all of the 22 states that have filed a lawsuit are simultaneously enacting the reforms. Moreover, according to Senator Ron Wyden (D-OR), states can opt out and develop their own innovative plans to expand coverage, rendering these lawsuits nothing more than political theater. This battle will likely shift to the courts since some states will try to stall, duck, opt-out, or obstruct the intent and spirit of reform measures. Constitutional scholars agree that the Obama administration insurance mandate will be upheld and remain the law of the land even though the legal challenges of the mandate are expected to continue and may end up in the Supreme Court.

A late summer Kaiser Poll tracking public opinion found that 53% of Americans were not sure what is in the reform law. To that end, First Lady Michelle Obama and Administrator for the Health Resources and Services Administration Mary Wakefield, PhD, RN, convened the nation’s nurses to enlist our support in helping the public accurately understand the legislation. They held a conference call earlier this fall for the entire nation’s nurse workforce to thank them for their early and strong support of health reform and to explain how the legislation protects consumers. The first lady and Dr. Wakefield encouraged nurses to explain to patients that none of their Medicare benefits would be cut and that, in fact, the bill expands Medicare benefits. As of September 2010, all prevention visits, including an annual physical, immunizations, and all cancer screenings, will have no co-payment or deductibles. Dr. Wakefield addressed the nursing faculty shortage and how the healthcare reform legislation will provide assistance for students in several areas, likely those seeking PhDs and DNPks. There will also be more funding opportunities for students who are able to work in under-served areas (with loan forgiveness), as well as increased funding for APN-run nurse-managed health centers. Mrs. Obama expressed her enormous respect for the nursing profession and told a story of how the nurses provided comfort to her as a parent when her daughter had meningitis. She encouraged all of us to recommend nursing as a second career to our friends who may be struggling with this economy. She also tells young people who she meets on her campaign to combat childhood obesity to consider a career in nursing. We have a very strong advocate with a shared interest in health promotion in our first lady, and she uses her platform to promote the nation’s health.

Many aspects of the reform will remain uncertain until administrative decisions are made and the rule-making process within the Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS) is completed. Core decisions are left to the discretion of the secretary of DHHS, and many will be made at the agency level. For example, as the accountable-care organizations are rolled out, it is not yet clear who will be included in them, whether or not they will be purely capitated (fixed amount-per-member instead of fee-for-service), and how APNs or a new care-transition benefit would play out. Moreover, many of the insurance reforms and financing mechanisms will be implemented at the state level. There are a number of antitrust issues that need to be clarifyed by the Federal Trade Commission as health systems integrate. The main incentive in the bill is to coordinate care; however, mergers that eliminate competition in communities could create monopolies and lead to price-fixing. All of these issues will require clear guidance before practices invest in financial and delivery-integration structures.

Still, this uncertainty creates colossal opportunities for us as APNs to insert ourselves into a re-imagined health system. Attention is now on the regulation-writing phase, and we APNs must be vigilant and aware of how these rules are conceptualized and crafted at the state and federal levels.

There is no question that the reform legislation levels the healthcare marketplace for middle- and low-income Americans as our inequalities have grown wider. Still, there is massive misinformation and confusion about the many aspects of this bill. It is like a giant root ball that cannot be understood without untangling and pulling apart each root. When reform

“Let the path be open to talent.”
Napoleon Bonaparte

“...and Legal Challenges: The Tug of War for Public Opinion”

Eileen T. O’Grady
provisions are described to the public in soundbites and outside of the context of the larger root ball, it generates misinformation and fear. Voters have a hard time getting their heads around what will be required in order to have insurance available to 32 million more Americans, improve the quality of care, and lower healthcare inflation, all at the same time. Tangled up in this root ball are disparities and inequalities that are worsening in the United States. Passions run high on issues such as the role of large corporations, special interests, and the profit motive in health care; fear around changing the status quo; and, most divisive of all, the role that federal government should have in health care.

What really happened in the reform bill is that power was shifted away from insurance companies and placed squarely with consumers. It also, to a lesser degree, begins to shift financial risk away from payers (Medicare) and onto delivery systems. As accountable-care organizations and healthcare homes take shape, we could see healthcare-delivery systems organizing to make care more integrated or even extending the DRG to 50 days post hospitalization. This delivery model will ensure that the frail elderly have far more support when they leave the hospital than a ride home!

A Menu of Actions for APNs

Regardless of your political stripes, all of us have a responsibility to promote APNs as important members of any healthcare team and that we can and should be in the center of it, moved away from the margins. Most importantly, three of the national nurse practitioner (NP) organizations are developing a single joint-policy agenda to unify and strengthen the NP message on reform measures. So, we can applaud NAPNAP, ACNP, and NONPF for having the foresight and commitment to collaborate on this level. You have a menu of options to help you express your commitment to what you do every day to contribute to the forward movement of APNs. The most important is to expand our APN role beyond the clinical sphere. If what you are doing is not shared with the public, policymakers, and/or institutional decision-makers, we are not propelling the APN movement forward. Recall that the public trusts nurses more than other health professionals, so we have a duty—covenant really—to shape a humanitarian, patient-centered system.

Here is a menu of options:

- Be involved with or lead groups to improve care fragmentation, uneven quality, or safety concerns within your delivery system.
- Begin an effort to address a clinical problem at your worksite.
- Write letters to editors about health-policy topics important to you; limit letters to about 500 words.
- Seek out health-related task forces/advisory boards in your community or state.
- Join national and state APN organizations, and put your name forward if you want to serve on a national advisory board within your area of expertise (eg, palliative care, HIV, etc.).
- Be sure your APN practice is measuring the quality and volume of care being delivered.
- Consider working on a campaign for a state or national congressional candidate.
- Send financial contributions to candidates you support.
- If you are practicing in one of the 23 states with a restrictive nurse-practice act, join the state legislative or policy committee to address strategies to modernize your state nurse-practice act.
- Mentor young people into careers in nursing.
- Be sure you are not accepting a role or circumstances that are too confining, ie, that do not allow you to practice as an APN at the highest level of professional nursing practice. Or, as Chuckie Hanson would say, “be sure you keep the nurse in nurse practitioner.”

Finally, the founder of the modern NP movement, Dr. Loretta C. Ford, offers some strong and sage advice for us at this moment: “You are the next generation to whom the torch is now being passed. We have moved you toward independent and autonomous practice nationally. We are also leaving you with the most fertile environment in the history of health care, exemplified by monumental changes in healthcare reform. This is an unparalleled opportunity for imagination, engineering, and leadership for NPs. Don’t disappoint us.”

To hear the phone conversation/read the transcript with First Lady Michelle Obama and Dr. Mary Wakefield in its entirety, go to: www.whitehouse.gov/blog/2010/09/28/real-changes-will-benefit-americans. Accessed 10-10.

Opinions, Ideas, and Convictions from NPs’ Founding Mother

By Loretta C. Ford, RN, PNP, EdD

This article is the result of interviews and conversations I had with Linda Pearson, DSNc, APNP-BC, FAANP; my long-term friend and colleague.

Linda: Mary Wakefield, PhD, RN, from the Administrator Health Resources and Services Administration at the US Department of Health and Human Services, presented keynote addresses on the role of primary health care within new healthcare reform at both the 35th Anniversary of the National Primary Care Nurse Practitioner Symposium, held at Copper Mountain on July 15–18, and the 25th Anniversary of the AANP conference, held in Phoenix in June of this year. What points from Dr. Wakefield’s talks do you believe are particularly important for nurse practitioners (NPs) to be familiar with and understand?

Loretta: Dr. Wakefield spoke about healthcare reform legislation and the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA). Clearly, NPs are expected to assume a major role in most aspects of health care under the new legislation. It will be challenging for us to meet the primary healthcare needs of the more than 30 million Americans who were previously uninsured. There are workforce goals to produce more NPs from our educational programs as well as the need for more faculty educational programs for geriatric nursing and maternal-and-child health. NPs will be needed to staff nurse-run community centers and school-health programs, plus they will have to meet a host of other demands created by this comprehensive, all-inclusive, and broad legislation to overhaul the broken healthcare sector. An obvious legislative paradigm shift from the illness/treatment orientation of current healthcare services to prevention, promotion, protection, and public health provides recognition and reimbursement for much of the work that NPs are best prepared for.

Dr. Wakefield reminded us that health care has been on the national agenda for a century and that 18 former presidents on both sides of the aisle tried unsuccessfully to introduce expansions of healthcare coverage for all Americans. So, the passage of PPACA was indeed an historic event. For NPs, it is the opportunity of a lifetime—one that will require a huge investment of time and strategic knowledge of politics and unity on the part of all professional organizations.

In her rapid-fire presentation, Dr. Wakefield added both a human factor and political dimensions to the many published reports. She emphasized President Obama’s commitment to nursing; an implementation of healthcare workforce provisions for education in primary care; the addition of funds for nurse-run community centers (including mental and oral health); special provisions for geriatric, maternal-and-child, and school-health centers; financial support for nursing education; and new educational payback options for serving in the National Health Service corps. She also noted that three or four top administrative positions in the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services are being filled by nurses.

Dr. Wakefield encouraged the 1,000 NPs attending the meeting to get involved in decision-making groups, to tell their stories, to keep in constant touch with their ideas and innovations; and to provide strategic information to their legislators, appointed officials, and others in the political and policy arenas. But the passage of this law does not guarantee that all its many dimensions will be adopted as passed. Political processes trump the original proposal, and, as is often said, “the devil is in the details.” Following her presentation, Dr. Wakefield invited audience participation. Although she could not answer a couple of the questions on the spot, she had answered them by email from her Washington office by the next meeting. Dr. Wakefield is a very impressive leader, indeed!
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